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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Dataﬁcation of student learning has carved out an inﬂuential space for
public and private actors who design technologies for visualizing data.
As data visualizations shape how teachers’ interpret data, they are
powerful devices. This paper examines how teachers get conﬁgured as
data users in the making of Danish national test data visualizations for
municipal primary and lower secondary schools. The paper is based on a
qualitative study of the Danish Ministry of Education, which develops
the oﬃcial visualizations, and NordicMetrics, a private consultancy
oﬀering a supplementing visualization of student progression. We draw
on science and technology studies (STS) to theorize technoorganizational dynamics of developing visualizations. We propose to
understand data visualizations as contingent, situated and socio-material
achievements that conﬁgure teacher as data users. Comparing two
institutions’ respective negotiations of diﬀerent concerns when
developing data visualizations enables us to consider the otherwise
‘hidden’ data mediators and the entwined relations between public and
private data mediators.
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Introduction
This paper examines how a public and private actor develop visualizations of Danish national test
data. Research in educational governance exposes a growing interest in how digital infrastructures
and dataﬁcation pave the way for private actors to enter the public school systems, providing digital
solutions that oﬀer support for teachers, but also inﬂuence policies and practices (Ball 2007; Burch
and Good 2014; Breiter and Jarke 2016; Saltman 2016; Ramiel 2017; Sellar 2017). In Australia, standardization of digital education infrastructures provides ‘a space in which commercial actors shape
the demands of users, which in this case are often governments, thus creating the demand for products and services that can be proﬁtably provided’ (Sellar 2017, 349). In the UK, ‘the private sector is
increasingly important as a mediator of policy between the central state and local institutions’ (Ball
2007), and in the US ‘schools and other education agencies are contracting more with primary forproﬁt vendors at rapid rates – buying as opposed to making.’ (Burch and Good 2014, 1). Research in
this area has also pointed out that ‘digital systems and software (…) [reﬂect] the agendas of software
designers (…) rather than education policy makers’ (Selwyn 2018, 738).
These statements indicate two rather opposing ways of understanding the relationship between
public and private actors in education. Firstly, there is a concern with the increasing inﬂuence of private software at the cost of public policy. Here, the issue of public versus private education often takes
on a somewhat abstract tone, posing it as a binary choice between education as a market for proﬁt or
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a public good (Belﬁeld and Levin 2015, 2). In the second instance, software providers are simply the
means for public policy, ‘“speeding up” (…) education policy’ (Williamson 2017, 441). Here, the
concern is with a transnational standardization in how schools and students are governed. The
private-public complex, we suggest, is not that clear-cut and may vary over time. Insofar as we
are witnessing the ‘displacement of educational governance to new digitized sites of expertise in
data collection and analysis’ (Williamson 2017, 94), it is important to investigate these ‘data
mediators’ (Hartong 2016) including the entwined relations between public and private sector
software providers.
In this article, we inquire how one public and one private actor develop visualizations of Danish
national test data, which are to help teachers assess student abilities and how (much) students learn.
The National Agency of IT and Learning (Styrelsen for IT og Læring - STIL) under the Danish Ministry of Education is responsible for developing the oﬃcial web-based visualizations of students’
national test results, including one of students’ progression. The small private enterprise NordicMetrics produces an alternative visualization of students’ progression. While showing students’ progression in diﬀerent ways, the two diﬀerent visualizations are based on the same data, and hence they
oﬀer an interesting case for exploring the socio-material and situated circumstances of mediating
data to teachers. The questions framing our inquiry are: How do the two institutions conﬁgure teachers as data users through data visualizations? How to they articulate what a teacher needs in order
to interpret students’ progression? How do socio-material and practical circumstances inﬂuence
their visualizations? To engage these questions, the article is based on a qualitative study of the
two institutions. The study predominantly consist of interviews with people involved in developing
visualizations.
The next section introduces the national test, STIL, and NordicMetrics further. Then a theory section comes, introducing concepts from science and technology studies (STS) for theorizing visualizations as situated and socio-technical achievements that conﬁgure the user. The theory section
is followed by a methods section, detailing the empirical material for this paper. The two analytical
sections explore how the two institutions’ visualizations are to conﬁgure the relation between teachers and national test data. They do so by analyzing their institutional circumstances and how
they represent teachers as data users. The concluding discussion explores the wider implications
of the study. Focusing on the ‘hidden data mediators’ underscores the often-invisible contingency
of otherwise persuasive visualizations. Moreover, the study has implications for how we understand
the relation between public and private. We suggest that, the term information ecology is helpful to understand this relation in our case as it emphasizes ambivalent interdependencies and coevolvement rather than standard distinctions between public (for good) and private (for proﬁt).

Background
The production of uniform performance data enables the classiﬁcation and comparison of students
and educational institutions, and standardized national testing has become a popular tool in the digital governance of education worldwide (Benavot and Tanner 2007; Piattoeva 2015). In 2006, the
Danish government decided to introduce a digital national test, in the wake of an OECD review,
which criticized the lack of ‘evaluation culture’ and standardized criteria for assessment in Danish
municipal primary and lower secondary schools (Ekholm et al. 2004).1 The OECD review was, in
turn, a response to disappointing Danish PISA results in 2000, which in public discourse was refered
to as the ‘PISA shock’. The relatively mediocre Danish performance drew political interests towards
improving Danish students’ achievements in reading and math (Breakspear 2012). As a consequence, the national test has been mandatory since 2010. The purpose of the test is twofold (Danish
Parliament 2005a, 2005b). Primarily, the test results are to serve as an indicator of the individual
student’s performance and provide a better foundation for teachers to intervene pedagogically. Secondly, the results are used for monitoring national performance. In 2014 a substantial school reform
introduced national achievement targets for schools, operationalized through national test data, and
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thus integrated the national test in accountability relations between the ministry, municipalities and
schools (Regeringen and Folkeparti 2013).
The national test was developed after a public tender run by the Ministry of Education. Jakob
Wandall, the co-founder of NordicMetrics, was employed as a chief advisor in the Ministry of Education at this time and became project leader on the tender and implementation of the national test.2
Originally, the public tender included a requirement to develop longitudinal measurements of students’ test performance (progression). Yet, this was dropped due to various delays in the development and implementation of the national test (see REVIEW-panelet 2007 for some initial
challenges). Instead, test results are reported (and visualized) using a norm-scale, which ranks students and classes against students taking the test in 2010. Oﬃcial evaluations of the national test problematized afterwards that teachers primarily use the test results for summative monitoring of
students’ proﬁciency rather than the intended formative, pedagogical use (Rambøll 2013, 2). This
speaks to a wider international experience where ‘benchmark assessment data’ renders systematic
and formative use of data diﬃcult (Datnow and Hubbard 2015). The school reform’s introduction
of achievement targets in 2014, however, resulted in the development of a criteria-scale, which
enables the visualization of progression.3 Currently, the oﬃcial test system reports test results
with the use of both scales (norm-based and criteria-based).
From 2010 and onwards, the Ministry of Education has undertaken the task of maintaining,
updating and improving the national test system, and STIL is tasked with updating the visualizations.
In 2011 Jakob Wandall left the ministry to establish the private consultancy NordicMetrics which
specializes in psychometrics and provides education and workshops about how the national test system works. In 2012, the municipality of Copenhagen commissioned NordicMetrics to develop the
open-access software Beregneren (‘The Converter’). Beregneren is a spreadsheet application where
teachers copy their students’ test results from the oﬃcial test system and paste them into a spreadsheet that converts test results to a diﬀerent scale and provides a visualization of progression. Today,
50 municipalities (out of a total of 98) access Beregneren.
Studies critical of standardized national testing are not uncommon in the academic literature
(Ball 2015, 1993; Lingard, Thompson, and Sellar 2016). This is also the case for the Danish
national test. Critiques point to detrimental eﬀects on educational quality, of ‘teaching to the
test’, students’ negative experiences with testing, high levels of uncertainty in test results, and
the teachers’ poor knowledge of how to interpret the results of the test (Bundsgaard and Puck
2016; Kousholt 2016). While raising important concerns, engaging with these critiques is outside
the scope of this paper. We acknowledge that national tests are cogs in a wider change from ‘education’ to ‘learning’ (Ramiel 2017), but in this paper we focus on contingencies and particularities
of the development of data visualizations and their resulting conﬁgurations of teachers as data
users . In the same vein, we do not engage directly with the literature focusing on how teachers
can improve education and students’ learning through better use of data (but see Schildkamp,
Karbautzki, and Vanhoof 2014; Datnow and Hubbard 2015). However, we do hope that casting
light on data mediators, their circumstances and considerations when developing visualizations,
can contribute to existing debates, whether critical or optimistic. If data visualizations are an
important aspect of how teachers interpret and work with students’ learning, then our study provides an understanding of how data visualiations themselves result from various circumscriptions
and circumstances.

Visualizations as socio-material conﬁgurations of the user
Visualizations are powerful devices that turn the psychometrics of national testing into interpretable
‘depictions of the social world that organize the attention of their users and provide them with useful
empirical sensitivities’ (Madsen 2013, 11). Visualizations, of course, only comprise one moment of a
series of processes producing, analyzing and sorting data (Flyverbom and Madsen 2015). It is also
just a rather small component of the national test digital infrastructure, which includes test item
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databases, testing software, instructions for teachers, and psychometric algorithms to estimate
proﬁciency.4
Rather than assuming data visualizations to ‘provide direct, neutral or “objective” observations’, we explore visualizations as situated, socio-material, and contingent achievements (Flyverbom and Madsen 2015, 157). Here, we follow a long tradition in STS of abandoning a-priori
separations between ‘technology’ and ‘sociality’ (cf Callon 1986). Rather than assuming (information) technology, their designers and users as distinct entities, we explore the ‘techno-organizational dynamics’ endowing designers with particular capacities and restrictions for developing
visualizations (Bloomﬁeld and Vurdubakis 1997). One important contribution here is Lucy Suchman’s work (2007). She contributed substantively to the idea of human-machine conﬁgurations
in the study of socio-technical systems. Emphasizing how human and machine agencies are
joined, conﬁguration is a relational ‘mode of ordering’ that shapes and designates agencies ‘presupposed by and built into particular technological artefacts’ (Suchman 2012, 49). The conﬁguration of (future) users of technology, in this case teachers, is thus central in understanding the
making of data visualizations.
There is much literature on how designers conﬁgure users (Woolgar 1990; Akrich 1992;
Oudshoorn and Pinch 2005; Suchman 2012). Rather than exploring the relation between designers
and users as negotiations between diﬀerent social groups, Woolgar (1990) suggests that designers’
representations of users are important in how designers ‘struggle to conﬁgure (that is, to deﬁne,
enable and constrain) the identity of putative users’ (p. 73–74). In exploring visualizations as achievements it is thus important to investigate how designers represent users when developing
visualizations.
That said, designing visualizations is not ‘a one-way process in which the power to shape technological development is attributed only to experts in design organizations’ (Oudshoorn and Pinch
2005, 8). While designers conﬁgure users, designers are also ‘conﬁgured by both users and their
own organizations’ (Mackay et al. 2000, 752). The agency of designers is shaped by ‘sets of cultural,
political and economic relationships as well as institutionally sanctioned commitments’ (Jensen
2007, 239). As Suchman writes regarding the identity of ‘the designer’, this is a category describing
‘persons diﬀerently positioned, at diﬀerent moments, and/or with diﬀerent histories and future
investments in projects of technology development’ (Suchman 2007, 278).
Visualization, in this view, is a stabilization of distributed interests, emerging from other timespaces than the oﬃces of the designers and users (Suchman 2007, 267). While keeping in view
how designers represent and conﬁgure users by inscribing particular users in the visualization, it
is thus also important to explore how wider institutional, socio-material circumstances that both
restrict and enable designers when developing visualizations. Although visualizations shape how teachers can interpret test data, it is also important to note that designers’ conﬁgurations of user do not
determine the actual use of visualizations as digital technologies may well be reconﬁgured or appropriated in surprising ways (Akrich 1992).

Methods and data
In order to explore how visualizations are achieved in respectively STIL and NordicMetrics, this
analysis primarily draws on interviews (Spradley 1979) with people who have been central in designing the scales and/or visualizations. These comprise a statistician and user experience (UX) designer
from STIL, involved in developing the oﬃcial visualizations of national test data, and Jakob Wandall,
the owner of NordicMetrics (and former employee at the Ministry of Education). A wider foundation of data and experience also form an important backdrop to the analysis. Ratner has conducted
a qualitative study (2015–2017) comprising observations, interviews and archival research of STIL’s
use of data and data visualizations in the governance of municipal primary and lower secondary
schools (Ratner and Gad 2018). Madsen has a personal experience working for NordicMetrics (September 2016 – January 2018). Apart from providing access, these experiences helped select designers
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for interviews and to structure the interviews. The paper makes occasional references to observations
gathered from these experiences.
We also collected written instructions explaining visualizations to teachers, downloaded from the
websites of the Ministry of Education and NordicMetrics. Since the Ministry’s website only holds the
latest version of instructions, we obtained four historic versions (2010, 2014, 2016 and 2017) of those
instructions through the Wayback Machine, an online web crawler that stores historical copies of
websites and data (https://archive.org/web/). This historical insight into the changing visualizations
of national test results helped us focus the interviews.
The aim with the interviews was two-fold: to map important decisions and ambivalences when
developing visualizations and to get accounts of how the designers learned about teachers’ needs
as well as how their work depends on wider institutional circumstances. National test instructions
and transcribed interviews were coded in Nvivo, applying ‘theme coding’ and labeling data according
to the identity of the speaker and the speciﬁc visualizations (in the interviews, we used the visualizations as a proxy for having our participants explain its development and how they would like teachers to use it). We used theme codes to summarize the participants’ accounts of ‘what [was]
going on (…) [and suggestions of] why something is done the way it is’ (Rubin and Rubin in Saldaña
2013, 176). We applied both pre-deﬁned themes, which reﬂect the theoretical concept of conﬁguration and the interview guides (e.g. teacher representation, circumstances and conditions for developing visualizations, dilemmas in visualizations) but also allowed for new themes to emerge during
the coding.
Given that Madsen at the time of the interview was a close colleague of Wandall and an insider to
NordicMetrics, an important concern for us was both to generate suﬃcient analytical distance but
also to make good use of this familiarity when producing and analyzing the data for this article (Neyland 2007). In anthropology, ‘immersion’ in the ﬁeld is generally considered a virtue, giving access to
cultural insider knowledge and knowledge of power conﬂicts that may be diﬃcult to see from an outside perspective (de Jong, Kamsteeg, and Ybema 2013). At the same time, it holds the risk of being
too sympathetic and involved at the cost of losing analytical distance. We worked with this tension
by including Madsen as one of the interview subjects in the interview with NordicMetrics. This
oﬀered the advantage of both rendering explicit his own situated understanding of ‘teachers’
needs’ whilst using his knowledge to articulate ongoing, often passionate, discussions between
him and Wandall for inclusion in our analysis. One ﬁnding here was that Madsen found NordicMetrics’ visualization of progression more intuitive for teachers than STIL’s. In order to ensure
impartiality in the analysis, we have been careful to not evaluate the diﬀerent visualizations but
instead explore how they are developed. In that regard, our own socio-material circumstances for
researching this paper, desk-situated activities of coding and theorizing the data, played an important role in ‘disengaging the “immersed” researcher’ (de Jong, Kamsteeg, and Ybema 2013).

The National Agency for IT and learning (STIL)
When STIL develops national test visualizations, organizational procedures and diﬀerent articulations of users (teachers) play an important role. As a political and bureaucratic organization, the
Minister of education needs to approve that the civil servants spend their time developing new visualizations, and generally user surveys conducted by external consultancies precede major developments (e.g., Deloitte 2016). These circumstances frame how the civil servants can represent users.
As an example, the civil servants negotiated their own concerns with the norm-based showing of
test results with a user survey’s articulation of teachers’ needs:
Our sister agency STUK had Deloitte carry out this user survey for us (…) We were interested in knowing
whether teachers understand both the norm-based and criteria-based visualization of test results or whether
having two diﬀerent visualizations of test results is confusing. And we also had an underlying agenda (…):
we wanted to abolish the norm-based visualization (…). It has some unfortunate statistical characteristics
[that are the source of misinterpretations] and we cannot communicate it in a good way. (…) We would
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like teachers to use national tests to understand how much the students and the class progress. And [the normbased visualization] is not very good for that [as it benchmarts a student against the students taking the test in
2010]. (…) So we said, all right, if a user survey supports [abolishing the norm-based showing], well, if the teachers are very happy with the [new] criteria-based showing [which visualizes progression] (…) then we could
consider phasing out the norm-based. (…) but the survey showed that they (…) were content to have both
visualizations and we decided to keep both visualizations. (statistican, interview February 1, 2018)

This quote illustrates how STIL has to negotiate different ideas of user’s needs. Their own concern is to enable a particular use of national test results (understanding how students progress
between tests) and constrain others (wrong interpretations of norm-based visualizations).
Against this, the Deloitte user survey, ‘mobilizing’ (Callon 1986) teachers’ preferences, articulated the norm-based visualization as helpful. In this case, the civil servants reconsidered
their ‘underlying ambition’ and decided to maintain the norm-based visualization, with reference to the Deloitte survey.
While schools and municipalities are oﬀered advice on interpreting and using national test for
pedagogical aims by ‘learning consultants’ (employed by the other ministerial agency, The
National Agency for Teaching and Quality ‘STUK’), the civil servants in STIL need to assume
that not all teachers participate in events where advice is oﬀered. As a result, ‘it is important
to us to make the visualizations as self-explanatory as possible’ (UX designer, 1 February
2018). To this end, the UX designer’s interactions with teachers, cast in the role of authentic
users, is an important resource. Once STIL has developed mock-ups of new visualizations the
UX designer visits a variety of teachers and asks them to tell her what they see. By showing visualizations to teachers, the civil servants can anticipate future misinterpretations and use this as
input to redesign. Usability trials articulate to what extent their visualization conﬁgures the
user in the right way:
My job is really to talk to them about what they think they see in the visualization. (…) I mean, we have had an
unbelievable number of templates for this one (…) And perhaps they said ‘well, then 60% of the test items in
this proﬁle area were solved’, or were of the diﬃculty ‘very good’ (…) Then I make a note to myself ‘ok, this is
how the screen speaks to them’. Then I go home and talk to [statistician], saying that this is not the right way
either because not one single person [had it right]. (UX designer, interview February 1 2018).

Listening quietly to their descriptions, she assesses the visualization’s capacity to generate correct
user interpretations. The user experience consultant collects incidents of correct and wrong
interpretations, which in turn conﬁgure how the civil servants understand the teacher as data
user. Wrong interpretations feed into redesigning existing visualizations, used to preempt and control imagined future users’ interpretation of test results. In the words of Woolgar (1990), usability
trials entail boundary work between the user and the national tests, as ‘there is still considerable
ambiguity both about the capacity of the machine and about the character of the user’ (p. 92).
The civil servants’ further use these visits to generate ideas for new visualizations. In the interview,
they emphasized several times that their priority is developing useful visualizations. For this reason,
they also ask teachers ‘what do you need?’. Several of the most recent (august 2017) visualizations
materialized from such inquiries:
[Viewing test results] is time consuming and this is important, right, how long does it take to understand a test
result. And there is no doubt that our new class proportion visualization, that’s something to follow up on (…)
instead of saying ‘no, Peter can’t do this, language comprehension, how can I help Peter’, then it’s much easier
to say ‘half of the class is scoring bad in this area’. This visualization of test results in proportion to the class is
developed entirely through our interactions with users. We are in the ﬁeld and talk to them about how they use
results. (UX designer, interview February 1, 2018)

Here, conﬁguring the teacher as data user is a matter of civil servants learning about the context of
test data use. Showing test data results in class proportions, categorizes students in groups where
students have similar test results. We see here how the civil servants’ ideas of the meaningful
visualization takes its sense from the teachers’ articulations of their context: teachers are busy and
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have little time for many and complex visualizations. In that regard, the visualization and their
understanding of its context ‘mutually elaborate each other’ (Woolgar 1990, 72).
Yet, teachers’ wishes for visualizations are always subsumed to the issue of statistical correctness.
The UX designer represents teachers’ needs to the statistician with a view to negotiate these against
statistical rigour: ‘[Statistician] has to guarantee that everything is 100% correct. We are very diligent.
We can’t just do something because we want to. Our work has to be unshakably objective.’ (UX
designer, 1 February 2018). The two civil servants here talked about walking the line between
what the teachers would like to have visualized and what is statistically possible within the test system. In addition to negotiating their own priorities with those of user surveys, usability trials, and
identiﬁcation of teachers’ wishes for new visualizations, statistical rigor is thus another condition
negotiating teachers’ needs.
Conﬁguring teachers as data users also takes place when learning consultants from the other ministerial agency STUK advice municipalities and schools on appropriate use of the national test. One
of them explained at a conference presentation how the Ministry’s approach to national testing has
changed:
Over the years, we have actually toned down the national test as a didactic tool. National testing is a great tool
for monitoring the Danish population, and it is a great predictor of how students perform in their graduation
exams and it should be used as a risk assessment in this regard. Yet, qualitative data and other diagnostic tests
are more instructive for teachers’ didactic data use. When we visit municipalities, however, we experience that
they really like the national test – perhaps because it’s a centrally mandated and authorized test. When they
prioritize the national test, we tell them that there’s a risk that teachers will pay less attention to other sources
of data that are more helpful. So we recommend municipalities to also look at diﬀerent kinds of local data when
assessing schools’ performance and to exert less pressure on school principals and teachers to use the national
test as the single tool for tracking progression and student ability. (observation notes, Data-oriented School
Development workshop, Danish Ministry of Education2018).

While developing visualizations is important for conﬁguring the teacher’s use of national test data,
learning consultants at the same time emphasize that the national test should not take up too much
focus in teachers’ didactic practices. This change in the ministry’s approach to the national test is also
reﬂected in the newest ofﬁcial national test instructions, which to a higher degree than earlier reiterates that national tests are a supplement to other sources of qualitative and quantitative data on
students’ abilities and learning (almost on every page, as the learning consultant joked during his
presentation). While the visualizations are to conﬁgure teachers’ interpretations, the written instructions and learning consultants also emphasize that the national test should not become a dominant
or primary assessment tool in teachers practices. This approach of limiting the use of national testing, from the consideration that it is not the best didactic tool, is interesting, considering the next
example of NordicMetrics, which seeks to expand teachers’ use of national test as a pedagogical tool.

Nordicmetrics
When Jakob Wandall started up NordicMetrics, the Ministry only visualized test results using the
norm-scale, ranking a student performance against the 2010 norm. Thus, the Ministry did not
provide the contemporary visualization of progression (based on the criteria-scale). Wandall had,
however, worked with this aspect during his time in the ministry but had to abandon it, as mentioned, due to delays in implementation of the national test. During a public presentation where
he spoke about this possibility, Wandall encountered the future director for Copenhagen Municipality’s Children and Youth Administration who in 2012 commissioned him to materialize this idea.
The municipality of Copenhagen was looking for a possibility of using national tests for formative evaluation –
their teachers experienced several challenges in putting the test results to pedagogical use. They couldn’t really
use the existing reporting of test results, which reﬂect a student’s proﬁciency level in relation to a norm, for
assessing how much students learn. Also, in 2012, the Ministry of Education launched a new indicator of ‘persistent poor school quality’, which was based on ﬁnal examination results. The ministry’s website exposed the
name of the schools with the lowest average (schools in the bottom 10 percent three years in a row), among
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those Rådmandsgade Skole [a school in the municipality of Copenhagen with a large number of socioeconomically marginalized students with non-Danish ethnic background]. Just before, that school’s principal
had been nominated and elected as the ‘Danish Leader of the Year 2011’ by the Confederation of Danish Industry (DI). Something was obviously wrong with this [the ministry’s] assessment method of school quality. The
municipality was interested in providing an alternative assessment of school quality, to that of the ministry’s. It
wanted to make the schools focus on how much their students learn rather than on which students are the best
performing. (Wandall, August 28 2018).

The municipality’s interests, according to Wandall, is twofold: to make better use of the mandatory national test results and to have an alternative metrics for educational quality. This moment
of ‘problematization’ (Callon 1986) allows for a cojunction of interests in the development of a
tool for visualizing progression. At once, it supports the municipality’s twofold interest in
strengthening the relationship between teaching and test data and in severing the relationship
to the ministry’s quality assessment. It also supports Wandall’s ambition to develop a tool for
visualizing progression in national tests in the context of NordicMetrics. Copenhagen Municipality buys the consultancy of NordicMetrics to organize the development and collecting/processing
data from additional national tests administered by some of the schools in Copenhagen. This data
was a pre-condition for producing a national test scale converter and the associated visualization.
Wandall develops the converter, Beregneren, and aquires the intellectual property rights. In
return, NordicMetrics makes it freely available for schools in Copenhagen and other municipalities that Copenhagen municipality grants access. Compared to STIL’s socio-material circumstances for developing visualizations, NordicMetrics needs a partnership with a municipality,
providing data for equalizing across different norm-scales, in order to develop Beregneren.
Many other relations, between teachers and the munipality’s experience of little pedagogical
use of test results, between Rådmandsgade Skole and the indicator for ‘persistent low school quality’, also shaped NordicMetrics possibility for conﬁguring the teacher as data user through visualizing progression.
When articulating the needs of teachers, Wandall refers to the diﬀerence between the existing
norm-based visualization and Beregneren’s visualization of progression. In a feature article, coauthored with the deputy manager of Rådmandgade Skole, he writes:
In the worst case, the test is used to celebrate the highest achieving students at the cost of the lowest achieving
students. (…) teachers work in the dark (…) if you want to quantify progression, you need to test twice and look
at the diﬀerence in the test results. However, this requires reporting test results on the same scale. (…) The
challenge is that it is not possible to compare results from the diﬀerent national reading tests when they are
presented on diﬀerent scales. (Wandall and Wåhlin 2014)

At this point in time, the Beregneren has been developed. Conﬁguring the teacher is a matter of
visualizing test results on the same scale, making visible how much a student has learned. Beregneren
enables this capacity, conﬁguring the teacher to engage with students’ progression between tests
rather than their achievement in a single test. Conﬁguration work here, however, is not simply
the organization of teachers’ attention towards learning instead of ranking. In order to convert
the national test results, teachers have to copy the results that they wish to compare from the ofﬁcial
test interface and paste them into Beregneren. The teacher, then, is not simply a user but also an
intermediator, necessary for producing the relationship between the ofﬁcial digital test interface
and Beregneren’s spreadsheet application. Without data, Beregneren is simply a scale converter providing no visualization about progression. The teacher here becomes an intrinsic part of the machinic set-up of Beregneren, integrating human activities of copy-pasting with Beregneren’s automated
conversion and visualization of scores.
NordicMetrics’ visualization, however, becomes an issue of attention when the Ministry, 1½ years
later, oﬀers its own visualization of progression, based on the criteria-scores that are added with the
2014 school reform: ‘At workshops, teachers ask me about the diﬀerence between the oﬃcial visualizations and Beregneren’s’ (Wandall, January 2018). Conﬁguring the teacher as data user is no
longer a matter of making a distinction between rank and progression. Instead, it becomes a matter
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of producing a relationship between diﬀerent versions of progression. NordicMetrics articulates this
as a diﬀerence between ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ progression:
There are diﬀerent possibilities for calculating progression in the national test. There is an important diﬀerence
between the absolute progression, visualized in Beregneren, and the relative progression, visualized in the test
system’s criteria-based scores. (…) [Here] progression is growth [in reading ability] in relation to the ministry’s expectations to students’ academic level in diﬀerent grades. (…) The visualization below [Figure 1] illustrates this diﬀerence by showing the same student’s test result, using Beregneren’s scale [left] parallel to the
Ministry’s criteria-based progression [right]. (…) Although the student has regressed in text comprehension,
in relation to the academic expectations to the grade level built into the system’s criteria scores (to the right
in the illustration), the student has actually improved his absolute progression in text comprehension [reading
ability] (to the left in the illustration) (Wandall 2016, original emphasis).

As teachers by default access national test results using the ofﬁcial system, NordicMetrics has to take
that visualization into account in order to establish a meaningful relation to Beregneren’s different
version of progression. Visualizing with colors how the ministry’s expectations to students at a
given grade level compares to Beregneren’s scale produces a relationship between the two visualizations and articulates their differences. Incorporating into Beregneren the criteria-scale’s categories as
lines rather than categories, Nordic Metric’s visualization at once articulates how the student has progressed, e.g., the student is better than in the fourth grade, but we also see that s/he has not progressed sufﬁciently to remain in the category of ‘good’ (moving below the green line, representing
the category of ‘good’). When presenting this to teachers, Wandall makes use of the analogy of
weight curves, used to monitor babies’ weight gain:
It’s like looking at growth charts for babies, right. And they like to see that the weight needs to be there [points
to ‘good’ curve], in order to be normal, right. And if you’re above that, then it’s a fat baby that has lost some
weight, right. (…) If you look at a low performing student and say – and this is what teachers really notice when
using [Beregneren] (…). Then they can show it to the student and say, ‘look maybe you’re in the 7-percentile,
right, but I can see that y have moved from the 1st to 7th percentile, and this is a good progress.’ (…) The student can intuitively understand progression if they see that the line goes [up]. (Wandall, January, 2018).

For NordicMetrics, conﬁguring the teacher as data user becomes a matter of producing a relationship – and a differentiation – between the two visualizations of progression (the ministry’s and NordicMetrics’). The teacher is here conﬁgured to compare the two visualizations of progression. This
further multiplies the relationship between the ofﬁcial test system and Beregneren. From being a
source of data that needs to be copied and pasted, the ofﬁcial test system’s criteria-scores now
also ﬁgure as ‘weight curves’ in NordicMetrics’ visualization, producing a relationship between
Beregneren’s ‘absolute progression’ and the criteria-scores representation of the expected academic
development (‘relative progression’). Like the civil servants at the Ministry of Education, Wandall
emphasizes the context of the user – here as someone communicating to the student his or her progression in an ‘intuitive’ manner. At the same time, this particular version of the visualization is a
negotiation of the changing position of NordicMetric, from offering the only visualization of progression to becoming an addition to the ministry’s visualization.
Likewise, the Ministry of Education’s learning consultants from STUK are asked about the diﬀerence between the two visualizations of progression. While refusing to comment directly on private
companies’ products, they express concerns with a predominantly upwards curve:
There is a risk that students will not be helped, right. With a curve sloping upwards, you might think that the
student is in the right development even when in risk of failing his ﬁnal exams. (…) We also prefer the broader
criteria categories as the statistical uncertainty is too high if we simply look at the percentiles, even when converted to other scales. The statistical uncertainty is probably higher than the progression if we test once a year
and we may end up making the wrong interpretations.’ (observation notes, Data-oriented School Development
workshop, Danish Ministry of Education 2018).

While Wandall articulates progression in terms of an envisioned dialogue between teacher and student, the learning consultant worries that an upwards-sloping curve might not raise the alarm sufﬁciently for teachers to intervene. Moreover, showing progression with the use of percentile values
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Figure 1. NordicMetric’s comparison of Beregneren’s (left) and the ministry’s (right) visualizations of progression. The colors indicate
the diﬀerent criteria categories in the national test, either as lines (left) or categories (right). Beregneren visualizes both the general
growth of academic expectations to students through the colored lines and the actual student’s progression (black line) whereas
the ministry visualizes how a student has moved between two diﬀerent criteria categories. In both visualizations, the two black dots
articulate the two test results, 4th and 6th grade, and the line connecting the two dots shows how the student has regressed from
‘good’ in the 4th grade to ‘mediocre’ in the 6th grade. (Wandall 2016, translated by the authors).

fails to take into account the statistical uncertainty, which grows with the higher granularity. This
speaks to the ministry’s focus on statistical accuracy mentioned earlier. NordicMetrics and the Ministry of Education thus relate to each other’s visualizations, articulating different matters of concern
with mediating students’ progression to teachers. Whereas NordicMetrics integrates the ministry’s
version of progression to highlight the ‘absolute progression’, the ofﬁcial test system cannot encompass such comparisons. Instead, these are communicated verbally in a more general tone at conferences or when learning consultants visit municipalities and schools.

Concluding discussion
Digital technologies and national testing have carved out a space for public and private actors to
mediate data about students’ learning to teachers. This distributes important decisions about how
teachers are to interpret and engage with student learning to new digital and computational centers
of expertise. We started out this paper with the ambition of exploring the public-private schism in
education through the idea of shifting relations rather than a dichotomy between public good versus
for private for proﬁt. As the founder of NordicMetrics Jakob Wandall used to work with the Danish
national test at the Danish Ministry of Education, our analysis provides an interesting example of
how private sector software is rather intimately ‘stitched on to (…) policy work’, while operating
independently of government (Williamson 2017, 66).
This paper has oﬀered insights into the intricacies of such ‘stitchings’ between policy, public
and private data mediators, visiting the back oﬃces of STIL and NordicMetrics and inquiring
how they develop visualizations of national test data. The concept of ‘conﬁguration’ has allowed
us to explore how data visualizations are achieved through incorporating socio-technical relations
into the visualizations: the need for pedagogical and formative use, ideas of teachers’ context,
characterized by them having little time available for data use (ministry) and interactions between
teacher and student (NordicMetrics), but also the changing relations between STIL and NordicMetrics as they develop new visualizations. We have explored how conﬁguration work is related
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to designers’ representations of teachers’ needs but also is shaped by their shifting socio-material
conditions.
Opening the ‘black box’ of how data visualizations are developed underscores their contingency
and elicits how they crystalize from situated circumstances and negotiations. These include the civil
servants in STIL’s negotiations of their own concerns with the norm-based visualization of test results,
deemed diﬃcult for teachers to interpret, against a survey’s articulation of teachers’ satisfaction with
that visualization. They also include the staged meeting between teachers’ needs, as reported by the UX
designer, and the statisticians’ assessment of whether those needs can be met in a statistically valid
manner. Finally, the Ministry of Education’s learning consultants also warn against the national
test data becoming too powerful in teachers’ didactic practices, given their experience with how municipalities use national test data at the cost of other didactic resources, deemed to be didactically better.
NordicMetrics developed the ﬁrst visualization of progression in collaboration with the municipality
of Copenhagen. An important addition was to incorporate the Ministry’s new visualization of progression in their own visualization, when ‘progression’ ceased to mark the contribution of Beregneren.
Yet again, when advicing on the use of national tests learning consultants from the Ministry of Education are also made to render explicit why they prefer to visualize progression with the broader criteria-categories in comparison with granular visualizations such as those oﬀered by NordicMetrics.
We might then think of the relations between STIL, NordicMetrics, teachers, and municipalities as
an emerging ‘information ecology’ (Nardi and O’Day 1999). This concept emphasizes that diﬀerent
‘organisms’ share the same ‘habitat’ and inﬂuence each other as they co-evolve and that they engage
in complex, opportunistic relationships with one another. Whereas the Ministry of Education enables
the production of national test results, the private consultancy NordicMetrics is the one arguing most
fervently for its pedagogical use. While the Ministry’s learning consultants support this use on an overall level, especially for identifying student populations ‘at risk’, they also warn against granting the
national test too much power in the everyday practices of teachers.
The diﬀerent versions of progression further raise interesting questions for teachers. Given that
teachers become the medium for connecting the visual representations of progression with school
realities, this also presumes a commitment to calculative data as important for teaching. Although
NordicMetrics incorporates STIL’s visualization and adds a distinction between ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ progression, the ambivalence of having two visualizations, or having learning consultants warn
against granular upwards-curves in alternative visualizations, also makes visible to teachers the contingencies of data visualization, which may add to their critical data literacy. On the other hand, the
complexity of having two diﬀerent visualizations may take important and already limited time from
other tasks: inclusive teaching, qualitative descriptions of children (Ratner, 2018), curriculum that is
not covered by national tests, etc. This paper concludes as it reaches the limits of our study. As
Akrich (1992) has noted, while technologies anticipate the interests and contexts of future users,
inscribing into the design ‘geographies of responsibilities’ (p. 208), we cannot make claims about
how the visualizations are used by teachers . If we are to take a step deeper into the impact of public
and private data mediators, pressing questions for future research are thus in which ways teachers
realize, translate or work around the conﬁgurations provided by digital interfaces.

Notes
1. While Danish national test results are conﬁdential by law, the Ministry of Education and municipalities use
results to compare schools and hold them accountable for national targets whereas teachers, according to legislation, are to use testing pedagogically.
2. We respect Wandall’s wish to ﬁgure by his true name. The civil servants from the Ministry of Education, however, are anonymized.
3. For instance, the target all children should improve as much as possible is operationalized with the objective that
‘at least 80% of all students are “good” in reading and math’ (Ministry of Education 2018). This, in turn,
required the Ministry of Education to deﬁne criteria for the ‘good’ performance.
4. The probabilistic Rasch psychometrics, also used in PISA.
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